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Introduction
First of all I’d like to welcome you to, what is now, the Nottingham Flickr Groups
7th annually curated exhibition and our third at the fantastic Patchings Art
Centre.
Connected 2014: A Tale of Two Cities is built on the driving ethos of the group;
one of collaboration, inclusivity and social connection. This year we are bringing
together photographers from Nottingham and all over the UK, both amateur
and professional with each and every photographer given equal opportunity
regardless of their status.
This year’s exhibition has an interesting sub theme, hence the Tale of Two
Cities, where we will aim to present photographic interpretations of our host
city Nottingham and our capital city London. There are photographers based
in the two cities, but also more widely photographers representing the feel, the
landmarks and the people of the two great cities.
As well as superb photographic art representing the two cities there will also be
a variety of styles, genres and locations presented both within the print exhibition
and as part of the digitally projected AV which we will debut as part of the grand
focus event on Saturday May 3rd. Again as a group this is something we feel
very strongly about; giving everyone the chance to take part in an exhibition at a
world renowned arts venue and giving the artists involved the freedom to define
their own vision and images they wish to present to you the viewer.
Traditionally exhibitions may present a number of perceived barriers to

people thinking about taking part; whether that be in high entrance fees,
submission criteria, panels to decide ‘what’s in versus what’s out’ as well as
the psychological barriers in terms of people questioning their worth as image
makers by asking ‘is my work good enough to be hung with X or Y’s work?’. Now
these may well be very valid criteria for exhibitions, but for us we wanted to very
much break that mould and apply both our ethos and that of Patchings: ‘For the
enjoyment of art’.
One thing we are aware of when we exhibit our images as photographers or
artists is that step we are taking in putting our images up on a wall for all to
see, opening ourselves up to both praise and criticism. This is one of the key
reasons why ‘Connected’ isn’t about a committee or panel deciding what is good
enough to go on the wall, rather we wish our collaborators to be comfortable in
which images they feel best represents them and ease the psychology leap in
displaying our images for the world to look at.
So on behalf of all the contributing photographers I’d like to welcome you to
our exhibition and we hope you enjoy the work on show, I am sure you’ll find
something across the variety of styles which interests you. We’d love to hear
your comments and opinions either in the visitors book at Patchings or you can
contact us digitally via social media:
E-Mail: exhibitions@rkphotographic.com
Twitter: @FlickrNotts (comment using #Connected2014)
Flickr: www.flickr.com/groups/nottingham/
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Finally we’d like to give massive thanks to Chas and all the team at Patchings
Art Centre for all their support and commitment, Darren and Keith at Picture
Parade in Killamarsh for the stunning professional mounting & framing work,
Andrew and all the team at DS Colour Labs in Manchester for the quality and
service they have given us. Massive thanks and respect to Dav Thomas and
David Baker for agreeing to prepare on put on their guest lectures on the 3rd
May in support of our launch event and to Pete Bridgwood, Doug Chinnery and
Valda Bailey for their superb written contributions to the eBook providing us with
some truly insightful and inspiring articles.
Thanks to all the committee members from the Nottingham Flickr Group who’ve
helped organise and bring this exhibition to fruition again, 7 years and counting
folks! Despite all the design changes with the Flickr service we still remain one
of the most active groups out there
The biggest thanks and shout out of them all goes to all the photographers
who’ve ‘Connected’ with us and are presenting their work as this year’s
exhibition, it never ceases to amaze and inspire me when I look at the breadth of
talent and commitment out their when it comes to photographic image making. It
just goes to show what a vibrant and engaging photography community we have
in the UK.
May The Light Be With You!
Rob
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Just Giving...
For the last 7 years we have held annual exhibitions across various venues in
Nottingham and Nottinghamshire with the aim of giving everyone a chance to
exhibit their work at great venues with no barriers to getting involved......... it’s
about art and inclusivity.
For the last three years we have exhibited at the world renowned Patchings Art
Centre on Oxton Road Calverton www.patchingsartcentre.co.uk and this year
sees us back again for Connected 2014: a tale of two cities.
The grand launch event is on Saturday 3rd May between 10am and 4pm with
40 photographers producing 105 images and two great guest lectures from Dav
Thomas (‘With Trees’ book) and David Baker (‘Sea Fever’ book).
As part of the event we are producing an eBook as a commemorative of the
exhibition featuring all the photographic works and some excellent insightful
articles about various aspects of photography. This eBook is free as we have
always aimed to make it that way as everything is non-profit.

To this end we would like to ask anyone who downloads the eBook or attends
the grand launch event to consider donating anything they feel they are able
to, even a very small amount, in support of the fantastic work of ‘When You
Wish Upon A Star’ You can find out more about their fantastic here: www.
whenyouwishuponastar.org.uk/about-us.html
Donating through JustGiving is simple, fast and totally secure. Your details are
safe with JustGiving – they’ll never sell them on or send unwanted emails. Once
you donate, they’ll send your money directly to the charity. So it’s the most
efficient way to donate – saving time and cutting costs for the charity.
To donate to through Just Giving either go to the website at www.justgiving.com/
rkphotographic or text “WWUS51 £<your amount>” to 70070.

What we would like to do however is give something back to the local
community in the form of a charitable fund raiser, so to this end we would like
to support ‘When You Wish Upon A Star’ the sick childrens charity based in
Nottingham.
Rather than selling the eBook or charging an entry fee for the launch event we
would like to give people the option to donate to our chosen charity at a level
they wish and only if they choose to.
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Aaron
Yeoman
website: www.aaronyeomanphotography.co.uk
email: info@aaronyeomanphotography.co.uk
facebook: www.facebook.com/AaronYeomanPhotography
twitter: @aaronyeoman

My name is Aaron and I am based in the stunning county of North Yorkshire
having just moved from Hertfordshire. My passion for photography started back
in 2009 when I took a trip to New York. I took along my ‘Point and Click’ camera
but when I got back to the UK I was so disappointed with the images of the
iconic landmarks in New York and so because of this I went out and bought my
first DSLR.
The type of photography that I enjoy revolves around the urban and city
environment and its stunning, often unnoticed architecture. I find myself
photographing a lot of Underground stations in the city of London. I find they are
great for photography, each station is different and has its own character and it
is this that I try to capture within my images of the stations.
As well as Underground stations I also photograph interiors of buildings and
their architecture, especially spiral staircases which I have just finished a small
mini photo project on.
Over the last couple of years I have had my images printed and had articles
written in several national photographic magazines including Amateur
Photographer Magazine and Digital SLR Magazine. My top achievements to
date are 3rd place overall in the Amateur Photographer of the Year Competition
2013, Runner Up in the Lines of the Landscape award in Landscape
Photographer of the Year 2011 and more recently receiving Commended in the
Architecture Category Sony World Photography Awards 2014.
I am always keen to learn and try new photography techniques and one of the
biggest things that I am looking forward to in terms of photography this year is
exploring my new home of North Yorkshire.
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Consigned to History
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Financial Sprawl
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Where Two Worlds Collide
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Alan
Harris
website: www.arh-images.co.uk
flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/alan-photos/

Alan Harris has been taking photos for about as long as he can remember,
but started to take it a bit more seriously when he bought an Olympus OM10
film SLR camera in 1980. The recent advances in digital imagery have given
renewed impetus to his efforts and he now uses a Canon 5D Mk3 digital SLR
and a variety of lenses. There are three main themes which run through his
photography; wildlife, steam trains and rock bands, the latter two of which are
represented by images in the exhibition this year. However, he will turn his
camera on almost anything given the opportunity and a good idea and his third
entry this year is a colourful abstract.
Alan has sold work to the BBC and newspapers as well as having work
published in magazines and on the cover of an academic book. However, his
main claim to fame is winning a mug in a wildlife competition held by the BBC’s
“The One Show” for a photo of two snails in a passionate embrace.
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Mr Perks
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Stormy Huts
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The Great Marquis
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Alastair
Ross
website: www.alastairrossphotography.co.uk
email: alastair@rossphotography.co.uk
facebook: www.facebook.com/rossphotographyuk
twitter: @alastairrosstog

I’m a non-award winning and published once photographer based in Sheffield
on the edge of the Peak District in England. I tend towards landscape,
environmental and nature photography in what I do, but have been known from
time to time to dabble in street photography.
For me, my photography is about trying to capture the moment and how I felt at
the time, whilst trying to convey a sense of place.
I have recently been introduced to the German word “waldeinsamkeit” - a
feeling of solitude, being alone in the woods and a connectedness to nature.
“Waldeinsamkeit” best describes what photography and particularly film
photography does for me – an opportunity to slow down and enjoy the peace
and quiet of nature. Perhaps it’s more about my experience of taking the picture
than the picture itself – who knows?”
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Dawn Everywhere
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Alex
Baxter
website: www.flickr.com/photos/alexanderbax

A self-taught photographer from Nottingham; I cannot exactly remember how
I got in to photography but I know I’m now addicted to it! I enjoy photography
because there is the constant challenge to improve, such as looking for a new
angle or technique and striving to get that magic moment within a shot. Whether
it is getting that fleeting rainbow, capturing the sun as it rises above the horizon,
or catching that massive wave just before you run for cover!!
I am more drawn to photographing landscapes and seascapes more than
anything else, although recently I have been doing more and more night and
city shots. I also favour sunrise and sunset shots (minus having to get out of
bed early). For me it is all about seeing things in a light that people don’t usually
see and the feeling of standing on a hill or a rock whilst everything is calm and
quiet, and capturing the first glimpse of sun above the horizon. Seeing a city
‘wake up’ is also a great thing to experience.
I would consider myself more of a travel photographer as I find it easiest
to balance photography with family when on holiday than trying to balance
photography, work and family when at home. I take my camera everywhere
and I am quite lucky that I get to travel often; whether it’s with work, family
or dedicated trips just for photography. I am also lucky that my in-laws live in
Florida, which means that the Tampa Bay area is practically my second home.
Apart from the amazing beaches, Florida is not an easy place to photograph,
but that’s what keeps me going, striving to capture what others don’t see and it
gives me a great opportunity to get shots that others don’t have.
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New York, New York
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Shine a Light
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Sunset on Lake Bled
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Alex
Clark
website: www.ajc-photography.co.uk
email: contact@ajc-photography.co.uk
twitter: @ajc_photography

Alex Clark is a Nottingham based Wedding and Portrait photographer,
specialising in wedding, portrait, commercial and new-born photography. When
he’s not shooting weddings, Alex’s real passion is shooting landscapes, being
up early for sunrise chasing the best light and venturing out late to capture long
exposures at night. He is a big fan of HDR photography and spends a lot of time
in the ‘digital darkroom’ manually blending exposures to ensure they capture as
much dynamic range as possible.
Alex’s clients include Nottingham City Council where he has given their
advertising platforms a new lease of life through creative and impactful
photography.
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Autumn Sunrise
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Andrew
Atkinson
website: www.andrewatkinson.co.uk
twitter: @AAPhoto1974

I’m based in the North-East of England and keen to capture the wonderful
scenery of the United Kingdom.
I started my career in photography retail, however knew I wanted to be behind
the camera and went back into full time education and successfully completing
an OND & HND in Photography at Newcastle college of Art & Design. On the
way winning awards, including the NEPA student prize and getting an image
published on the front cover of the British Journal of Photography.
After college my career started as an assistant for a commercial
photographer assisting on location shoots and in the studio this gave me some
invaluable experience.
Landscape photography has always been my passion and most recently, I
have concentrated on the details within a landscape. Recently holding my first
exhibition in Northallerton at the Joe Cornish Gallery.
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Band of Gold
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Golden Pyramid
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Gold Block
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Anita
Nicholson

website: www.anitanicholsonphotography.com
twitter: @AnitaNicholson

Anita is a Northumbria based land and seascape photography enthusiast with a
love for exploring, cloud chasing, star gazing, camping, maps, beer, cake and,
most of all, for popping on her wellies and being by the sea.
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Baltic Blue River
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Cold and Frosty Morning
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Sycamore Gap
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Anthony
Smith
flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/ant_smith
twitter: @Anthony__Smith

I am an enthusiastic amateur photographer from Kent. I have had an interest
in photography for many years but have been immersing myself into it more
deeply since purchasing my first DSLR in May 2011.
Although I am predominantly self-taught, I have attended workshops with
various professional photographers that have enabled me to dabble with
various techniques and genres. These have included portraiture, low light, long
exposure and city walks, I find that these have been a great inspiration and
have greatly enhanced my technique and photographic understanding. Whilst
I enjoy all genres, I find myself most drawn to water and like to capture images
that demonstrate the textures and feel of movement.
Exhibiting at Patchings last year was such a positive experience that I have
returned this year.
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Bluebell Wood
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London Imax
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Skateboarder on the Southbank
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Barney
Gibbons
flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/83158704@N03/
blog: barneygibbons.blogspot.co.uk

I am fifteen years old, am still at school, studying for GCSEs (including
Photography and Art) and have been interested in Photography since 2012,
when I bought my first DSLR, a Canon 550D. Prior to that, I’d enjoyed drawing
and painting, hobbies which I still pursue, as I enjoy the creative process.
However, Photography has become my passion.
I enjoy taking pictures of architecture, urban and rural landscapes, as well as
experimentation in post-processing. Although I do not have a large portfolio
as yet, it is ever-growing and one day, I hope to be lucky enough to pursue a
photographic career.
From March 2013 to March to 2014, I have been participating in a photography
competition called Project 52 run by Photography Monthly which consists of
posting a photo a week for a year. Also, I was fortunate to have become the
Young International Garden Photographer of the Year 2013 and this has spurred
me on to enter more competitions while I am still under 16.
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Smudged Landscape
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Synchronised Shadows
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Carey
Russell
flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/20697387@N06/
email: careyhutchinson@hotmail.com

Carey has been interested in photography for just over 6 years. Her journey
into photography began with a photo a day project whilst she was ill and
housebound and she found interest in taking photos of everyday items but from
different angles.
She became a member of the Getty Contributors site and has sold a number of
photos for publishing including one book cover.
She has won a couple of trophies with the local camera club and at present is
using refraction and a crystal ball to create many shots and ideas.
She is also interested in underwater photography as she is a keen scuba diver.
This is still very much a learning curve for her.
Carey has spent the last year doing a 365 project of self portraits, This has been
an amazing journey of fun, laughter and a little madness.
Carey is an active member of Flickr and is involved in many of the more
interesting groups such as Face Down Tuesday.
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Swan Lake
Self Portrait
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Charlotte Gilliatt
website: www.charlottegilliatt.com

Charlotte Gilliatt is an award winning and published photographer who has been
a keen enthusiast for nearly ten years.
Living close to the City, she is probably best known for her urban images
of London. Two of her ‘Big Smoke’ shots achieved success in Landscape
Photographer of the Year 2013. Her image taken of the Thames Barrier set
against a backdrop of many iconic structures in and around the City was
awarded runner up in Urban Category. A second shot of Westminster Bridge
received a Judges Commendation.
Although urban photography is Charlotte’s passion, she is equally at home in
a dramatic rural environment or along the windswept coast, you could find her
there at all times of the day and in the most extreme weather conditions.
Charlotte is currently working hard to emulate her success of last year. And
concentrating on producing work which has more of a ‘Fine Art’ feel to it…
capturing thought provoking and emotive images which depict the nostalgia she
feels towards London, especially the east end; the place where she grew up.
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06:07 hrs
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Chris
Pattison
website: www.chrispattison.co.uk
email: webmail@chrispattison.co.uk

I have been making images on and off since I was 18. The off switch broke
some years ago after buying a DSLR and having a sunrise epiphany on my
local beach at Hartlepool.
This coastal town on the North-East coast of England, where industry, and its
remnants, rubs up against nature in interesting ways, is a fascinating place for
urban, industrial and landscape photography, and this is naturally what I turned
to at first.
However, my current project, Blood and Limestone, sees me wandering the
desolate fells of the North Pennines and photographing the scars and remnants
of an industrial past. It’s also a quest for more knowledge of my maternal
ancestry; it starts with a game watcher who left Teesdale early in the 19th
century and crossed over into Weardale, thereby entering the industrial age and
creating a ‘dynasty’ of limestone quarrymen.
I practice other genres of photography, notably street photography (a term I
have difficult with, but I can’t come up with anything better). I am experimenting
with hand-held longer exposures for street images, without much success so
far!
My images have appeared in Amateur Photographer Magazine, Outdoor
Photography Magazine and On Landscape. My image ‘Beach Bloom’ was
commended in the 2013 Take A View competition and appears in Landscape
Photographer of the Year Collection 7.”
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Upward
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Chris
Preedy
website: melodysparks.livejournal.com
flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/melodysparks/
email: Melodysparks@yahoo.com

“Hi there, I am Chris. Born and raised in Nottingham, I use a Nikon D60
DSLR camera. The most important thing for me is to have fun when taking my
photographs.”
Chris is a very active member of the Nottingham UK Flickr group and regularly
bakes cakes for group get-togethers, which is much appreciated by all who
meet up! She says she takes some good pictures and some bad pictures but
simply enjoys the fun of taking them.
She likes finding unusual pictures to take when she can and most of the time
that’s when something just leaps out and attracts her eye. Her photographs are
her view of the world, through her eyes, where she travels and what she sees.
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Lone Tree
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Sentire
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Colin
Bell
website: www.lakemoments.com
email: colin@lakemoments.com
facebook: www.facebook.com/lakedistrictprints
twitter: @colinsbell

“My photography is primarily form the Lake District, a place I love, I started in
earnest about 4 years ago early in 2010. Away from photography I’ve spent
longer than I’d care to admit in and around the business of making video
games, covering pretty much every role, from programmer to PLC board
director to business founder and seller. A creative whirlwind of an industry and
I’ve loved every minute.
I’m still involved as chairman of Nomad Games who develop games in
partnership with Nottingham’s own, Games Workshop.
These days though I’m never happier than when I’m being creative behind a
camera at first light in the Lake District when everyone else is still, sensibly,
asleep.
Alongside publications, brochures and websites my photography work adorns
the walls of many Lake District lovers bringing a touch of that special place into
their homes.”
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Crummock Trees Belonging

48

Loughrigg Tarn in Mist
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Skiddaw View from Manesty
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Dan
Cook
website: www.dan-scape.co.uk
twitter: @danscapephoto
instagram: @dan_scape

Dan is an amateur photographer who grew up in Nottinghamshire and now lives
in Sheffield close to the Peak District National Park. It was his enjoyment of the
landscapes and natural environments in both the Peak District and Lake District
which sparked his interest in photography around 4 years ago, at which time
simply remembering to take a digital camera with him was an important step.
The landscapes of these areas are still the primary focus of Dan’s photography
which has evolved from simply documenting the view to being able to see the
creative opportunities within the landscape that photography can offer.
Dan tries to keep to his philosophy of photography being a fun and enjoyable
art form and not restricting himself to a certain subject matter or mind-set on
how images should be created or presented. He sees the primary benefit of
photography is its ability to capture any fleeting moments which catch the eye
and this often means new discoveries and ideas for a creative vision can be
found at any time and place.
The images Dan is exhibiting here demonstrate this philosophy as whilst he
tends to focus on natural landscapes, Dan also enjoys photographing the day to
day urban environments and people we interact with.
The images shown in this exhibition also reflect Dan’s love for black and white
photography which has been inspired by important photographers of the past
such as Ansel Adams and Edward Weston.
In 2013 Dan was delighted to have received a nomination in the international
Black and White Spider Photography awards being shortlisted from over 9,000
entries and has been shortlisted for the upcoming Scottish Nature Photography
Awards for another of his black and white images.
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Blizzard City 01
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Blizzard City 02
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Blizzard City 03
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Daniel
Hannabuss
website: www.dhphotography.org.uk
email: info@dhphotography.org.uk
facebook: www.flickr.com/photos/tired_but_willin/
twitter: @danielhannabuss

Daniel Hannabuss is a Kent based photographer who first picked up an SLR
camera around 3½ years ago and has never looked back since. A late bloomer
but once bitten Daniel has pursued this journey with avid enthusiasm; with a
thirst for knowledge and enjoyment a struggle to quench. Having tried a number
of different genres Daniel has found his real passion is capturing the sea,
with landscapes a close second. Never far from a boot-full of water Daniels
fascination with capturing wave movements has seen him travel from North
Devon to Whitstable; and also quite recently slightly further afield to locations
such as Iceland and the Lofoten Islands.
Daniel also spends his time as a member of Dartford Photography Club and has
had published a number of images in magazines over the last couple of years.
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Cappadocia Balloon Flight
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Silky Waves and Icebergs
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St. Paul’s Cathedral
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Darren
Moore
website: www.darrenmoorephotography.com

“I am a self-taught photographer living and working in Surrey. I have had a
passion for photography for many years now and in the last few years have
taken steps towards it becoming a full time profession.
I have been fortunate enough to have exhibited my work in the USA, Canada,
France and here in the UK - Picking up a number of international awards along
the way.
Primarily working in Black & White I specialise in a technique called ‘Daytime
Long Exposure’ using Neutral Density (ND) filters attached to the lens.
ND filters cut out the amount of light coming into the lens allowing the shutter to
be left open for much longer than normal, capturing movement with an ethereal
aesthetic. My images range from 30 second exposures to 15+ minutes.”
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Once Upon A Time

60

Union

61

Dave
Cavill

flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/d-kav/

“My interest in photography has grown since I bought my first and only DSLR in
2008 and I have enjoyed the learning curve. I am Nottingham based and have
found the Flickr group extremely useful in improving composition, exposure and
post production techniques.”
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Sunlight in the British Museum
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A Misty Morning
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David
Hatfield
email: davidhatfieldphotography@gmail.com

David Hatfield is a photographer with experience in a variety of different aspects
of photography. He has followed his journey for nearly 40 years, photographing
landscapes, nature, family life and weddings.
David’s main passion is the great outdoors, and walking in the Lake District and
Peak District National Parks. He combines this area of interest with his love of
the sea and the opportunities for shooting seascapes.
David studied engineering at Trent Polytechnic, Nottingham and followed
a career in the steel industry in Rotherham. Early retirement gave him the
opportunity to develop his own business David Hatfield Photography.
David has sold his images through the stock library, Alamy and also for inclusion
in a permanent exhibition at Sewerby Hall, Bridlington.
An opportunity to join an established wedding photography business, in South
Yorkshire has allowed him to diversify and be involved with a completely
different aspect of photography, covering over 40 weddings in the last 3 years.
David worked with colleagues to produce the images for a merchandise
catalogue for Sheffield Wednesday.
David believes that you are always learning and strives for the next images to
be better than the last, whether this is improved technique, perspective, light or
mood. He has supported his own development by attending training workshops
with established wedding and landscape photographers.
Most recently he has been able to support the local Comprehensive School,
teaching the basics of photography to GCSE students.
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Home or Away, It’s That Time of Day
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Esen
Tunar
website: www.esentunar.com
email: esen@esentunar.com
twitter: @esentunar

Esen Tunar is a Somerset based landscape photographer. Despite being
relatively new in photography scene, he has managed to develop an impressive
portfolio of images.
Esen loves to shoot landscapes and seascapes. He is usually out on the
field during the sunrise and sunset hours trying to capture a scene in the best
possible light. His specialty is to keep his images as natural looking as possible.
His portfolio of images includes South West England, Wales, Scandinavia,
Iceland and Cyprus. His work has been featured in magazines and books.
Esen prefers the wild, unspoiled landscapes and does whatever necessary to
capture them. He often goes wild camping just to be at the right place at the
right time to be able to capture the unspoiled beauty of nature. He has also
recently started experimenting with astrophotography, combining the beauty of
landscapes with the night sky.
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Buffavento Castle
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Kyrenia Harbour
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Sand Dunes & Milky Way
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Finn
Hopson
website: www.finnhopson.com
facebook: www.facebook.com/FinnHopsonPhoto/
twitter: @finnhop

Finn Hopson is a landscape photographer from Brighton. Having grown up
playing, walking and mountain biking on the South Downs, he now spends his
time photographing them, trying to capture the shapes, patterns and textures
that define Britain’s newest National Park. Although the Downs have their fair
share of sweeping vistas and open bucolic views, he usually prefers shooting
much tighter compositions, using a telephoto lens to pick out details and slightly
more abstract slices of the landscape.
This ongoing work can be seen around the park, with clients including local
councils, a wildlife trust and the national park authority, and has been exhibited
in several locations within Brighton and Sussex.
In 2014 a collection was published in the first edition of ‘Land | Sea’ by Triplekite
publishing. His work is being exhibited throughout May as part of the ‘Artists
Open Houses’ part of the Brighton festival, and in the summer he will be holding
a solo exhibition on Brighton Beach.
When he’s not wandering around hills he spends his time looking after his two
tiny daughters, riding bikes and eating sandwiches, though rarely at the same
time.
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Herd - Stanmer Down, East Sussex
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Overlay - Fulking Hill, West Sussex
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Steppe - Stanmer Down, East Sussex
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Glenn
Haworth
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Derwent Isle & Old Pier Posts
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Forest Glow
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Hodge Close Birches
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Greg
Whitton
website: www.gregwhittonphotography.com
flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/46313159@N02/
twitter: @Mountainman76

“I am an enthusiast Photographer, avid Hiker, novice Road Cyclist and semiretired American Footballer now living in Solihull in the West Midlands. The rest
of the time I am employed as a Contract Manager for a well-known IT firm. I
developed a love for the outdoors quite a few years ago and this really took off
when I moved to Derby and then Nottingham in 2008, spending my free time
with a walking group roaming around the Peak District and mountain areas of
the UK.
Initially recording walks with a simple compact camera, I took the plunge with a
DSLR in 2010. Since then I’ve tried to gradually refine my skillset and improve
the imagery I produce.
This is the first time I have ever exhibited any of my photographic work in print.
Whilst I very rarely walk these days without my camera, I try not to let the
camera dictate my enjoyment of a good hike. If I come home with some good
images I’m happy. If I don’t, then hopefully the walk itself was enjoyable and I’m
still happy.
No one type of landscape photography really grips me, I like it all really and try
to dabble in most areas, a jack of all trades, master of none. However, over the
last year there has been a notable shift in my area of focus towards the dark
and moodier end of the spectrum. Whilst I like the bright and beautiful (what
can be better than a warm Spring day with the Sun shining?), when it comes
to photography I find the darker and more menacing the image, the more I am
drawn into it. There does, however, need to be a balance. There needs to be
light. An inescapable need to allow the light draw you into, through, and out of
the image. Light after all is the photographer’s most important tool.
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Eternal
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Shine a Little More Light
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Torridon - The Valley of the Lost (Reloaded)
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James T
Lowe
flickr: www.flickr.com/jamestlowe
twitter: @JamesTLowe

“I have been a keen photographer since the early days of digital cameras, and
purchased my first digital SLR around 10 years ago.
Inspired by a chance encounter with David Clapp, my preferred subject matter
is landscape and cityscapes, while low light photography is something I get a lot
of enjoyment from.
A particular favourite is the magnificent vistas of Scandinavia and Iceland.
I have been lucky enough to photograph the Aurora Borealis on several
occasions, including, very recently, in North Leicestershire! I have also been
known to photograph friends’ weddings over the years.
An IT Manager by day, I have been programming computers from a very
young age. I love to find something to challenge me and take a great deal of
satisfaction in solving puzzles, both technically and photographically.”
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Ice
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Sommarøy Panorama
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The Boathouse
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Karen
Leach
website: www.rkphotographic.com
email: karen@rkphotograpic.com
flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/hyperopia/
twitter: @Hyperopia

Karen bought her first DSLR late 2008 on a whim, took it to Whitby and was
hooked.
She lives in South Yorkshire, just, and with Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire
being so close manages to travel between them all.
Her favourite place to shoot is the seaside, loving the bracing air, the sea, the
sand and very occasionally for the UK, the sun.
After a bit of persuasion from her other half, also exhibited here, she joined
the local camera club. In the first season she won four out of six monthly
competitions and was joint first in the remaining two. She entered pictures in
to the club’s annual exhibition and gained a first place, a second place and two
third places. She also won the Beginners/Intermediate trophy in the mono prints
section.
Since then she has been doing more of her own thing and shooting what she
can, when she can. The last 3-6 months have been taken up working in her
boring full time job and organizing this year’s exhibition with her other half and
Patchings.
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Farne Sunrise
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The Boat That I Row in the Dark
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Trippin’ the Light Fantastic
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Kevin
Fidler
flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/salemkat/
email: kpfidler@btinternet.com

Kevin Fidler took up photography as a hobby nearly three years ago having
retired from work and having some time on his hands. Initially interested in
mainly landscapes stemming from his time as a Geography student and teacher
he has now taken to broadening his scope especially in travel photography.
Although originally from Yorkshire he is however keen to capture scenes within
Nottinghamshire where he has lived for nearly 30 years, hence one of his
chosen images for this exhibition is a local scene.
Kevin’s future ambitions are to keep travelling and photographing those
experiences.
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Mist on Still Pond, Georgia
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Oxton Dawn
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Sapling in Root, Costa Rica
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Kevin
Marston
website: www.kevinmarston.com
flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/kevinmarston/

Originally from West Cornwall, Kevin now lives and works in Nottingham, East
Midlands.
Growing up in the southwest of the UK in the 60s/70s meant that creative art
and artists were never too far away. Indeed, the natural environment of cliffs,
moorland, beaches and sea provided an ever-changing landscape, etched and
worked by wind, rain and tide.
A great deal of Kevin’s creative output was initially through music – playing,
composing and teaching. He was Musician in Residence at Loughborough
University, working creatively with poets, writers and other musicians.
Although he has always taken photographs, it was not until 2006 that he began
to take it seriously. The advancement of digital technology began to open up
the more affordable possibilities for experimentation with long exposures using
intentional camera movement (sometimes referred to as ICM) and for using
multiple exposures (ME) combined with various blending modes to produce
images that could be visually challenging and that ‘ask questions rather than
provide answers.’
It is this search for the unexpected, and the emotional connection with the
various processes of building and creating images that drives his passion for
photography.
His images are also for sale at various galleries in the UK.
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Cove III
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Cove IV (Sea Drift)
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Cove VI (Falling Tide)
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Lamar
Francois
website: www.picturedbylamar.co.uk
email: hello@picturedbylamar.co.uk
twitter: @lamarfrancois

Always with an eye for an opportunity, Lamar Francois has spent the vast
majority of the past five years behind the viewfinder of his (Nikon) cameras.
He caught the photography bug during the first term of his time as an
undergraduate and it has remained with him ever since.
If there’s one thing he spends most time on it would be wandering the streets
at dusk armed with a tripod to shoot buildings, architecture and street scenes
at night. When the sun goes down , sodium street lighting provide light with a
strong direction and tone to it , which really help bring to life the urban fabric
which goes pretty much un-noticed by day.
One important opportunity photography gives is to allow Lamar to ask probing
questions of the world around him, and to find a new way of reinterpreting the
world around him through photography. Why is the world what it is? How were
things put together? Having read Physics at undergraduate level has also given
him a deep technical grounding to many aspects of his work.
Lamar has been a long-standing member of the Nottingham Flickr group, and
has appeared at previous group exhibitions since 2009.
He is starting a creative business with the aim of using his photography to tell
stories and demonstrate features of products and services which people make
and do. He has worked with clients including The University of Nottingham,
LeftLion and Architects of Air thus far.
He is also in the process of developing one-on-one workshops to demonstrate
his approach to photography to enthusiasts.
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Painting with Light (Robin’s Arrow)
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The Fairground…
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Paul
Heathcote
website: www.paulheathcotephotography.co.uk
email: pmheathcote@aol.com
twitter: @pmheathcote

Paul Heathcote is an amateur landscape photographer based in Loughborough,
Leicestershire.
He got his first Canon DSLR in 2008 and since then he has taken a camera
everywhere he goes. Travelling is one of his main hobbies and he has been
fortunate enough to photograph a variety of spectacular locations within the UK,
Europe and further afield.
He specialises in landscapes but is also equally comfortable shooting travel
photography. Paul is a frequent visitor to France and has a number of
collections based on his travels around the Dordogne and Lot regions of the
country, to which he has become very familiar.
Within two years of picking up his first camera, Paul had several images
published and has also won a photography competition at the Sock Gallery in
Loughborough. More recently Paul has exhibited at The Melbourne Arts Festival
and again at the Sock Gallery.
Paul is passionate about landscape photography and is constantly striving to
develop his style and create images that portray the beauty of his surroundings,
wherever that may be. With his background being in engineering he is always
aiming to develop and improve the technical aspect of his photography and over
the years it is this element that has kept him hooked on photography, exploring
what the camera can do.
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Château de Losse
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Rustique
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Rue Français
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Pete
Maddex
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Submarine Diesels
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Dungeness Beach
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Water on a Lens
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Pete
Zabulis
email: image@zabzone.co.uk

“I live in Sherwood, Nottingham and have been a keen photographer for many
years, it’s an interest I wish I had more time for, at the moment picture taking is
limited to weekends.
As a photographer, I tend to take pictures of the ordinary; places and objects
that anybody could photograph and I hope my pictures do just that – encourage
people to pick up a camera and be creative.
I try to keep my photography as simple and pure as possible – I tend to use the
same lens for most of my pictures, no filters are ever used and I try to keep the
use of editing software to a minimum; the only aspects that might get enhanced
are contrast and the occasional colour boost.
I must admit that I love the immediacy of digital photography, you can see the
images you’ve taken a second or so after you’ve pressed the shutter and I think
that allows for greater creativity in terms of achieving a desired result/effect.
Failures are quickly discarded, cost nothing and the picture can be retaken
instantly.
My photographic style (if there is such a thing) has moved in recent years to
taking images that are more abstract in design and that rely on the use of lines,
textures and shapes.”
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Water Abstract
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Caged Colour
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Peter
McConnochie
website: www.urbanscot.co.uk
purpleport: purpleport.com/portfolio/urbanscot/
facebook: www.facebook.com/UrbanScot

Originally from Glasgow, Scotland, Peter started to take photographs as a
teenager with a Praktika SLR camera he was given by his father who was a part
time wedding.
Having taken a 15 year break in photography as the world went digital, he
returned to photography in January 2011 initially with a CSC camera and shortly
after with a DSLR.
Rediscovering a passion for photography again but keen to explore new genres
he embarked on the100 Strangers Project on Flickr (link below) and has since
discovered a love of people. Peter now photographs people in all situations
including street portraits, street studio, studio, lifestyle, wedding, christening
and other family or event photography. Peter is a photographer of people who is
interested in capturing life.
Peter specialises in finding beauty in the everyday and is often out shooting
street portraits, offering street portrait workshops, undertaking commissions and
when taking down time from developing his photographic company, Urban Scot
Photography, Peter supports school improvement, is a husband and a father of
4.
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Seen on the Streets of Soho, London 2013
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Untitled, Nottingham 2013
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Richard
Hurst
email: info@richardhurstphotography.co.uk

“Hi, I’m a keen semi-professional photographer with a passion for landscape
photography, especially the coast. There is something magical about being by
the sea as the first light of the day appears on the horizon. I find it so peaceful
and inspirational.
There are so many elements that need to come together at the same time
to arrive at the perfect composition, tides, weather and the suns positioning.
Sometimes I’m lucky and this happens on the day and if not I sometimes
find myself re-visiting a spot maybe 3-4 times until I’m happy with what I’ve
achieved. I like Long Exposure photography, especially when working on the
coast, the effect that can be achieved by slowing the shutter down when around
water is amazing and very addictive. Photography is something I like to share
with everyone I meet and think it’s important that we record those special
moments in our lives so they can be looked back upon by ourselves and future
generations to come.”
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Millennium Bridge
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Richard
Thomas
website: www.richardthomasphotography.co.uk
twitter: @RTphotographyUK

Richard Thomas is a professional photographer heading up RTimages, rated as
one of the UKs highest selling commercial stock photography businesses based
at a studio in Hampshire. Selling thousands of photos a week his images have
been used worldwide by companies and publications such as Apple, MGM,
NBC, CNN, Business Week, Cosmopolitan and nearer to home by Barclays,
O2, Sky, Boots, Sainsburys and featuring weekly in all the national newspapers.
Until a couple of years ago Richard didn’t concentrate on landscape
photography as the genre is not a high selling subject within the stock
photography market, however that changed on a family holiday with friends
when he ventured out with a lifelong mate who had recently taken photography
up. Richard found he really enjoyed taking photos of the natural world in some
of the stunning scenery the British Isles has to offer, and since then he has
made a point of getting out as often as he can.
Unlike commercial photography that requires a high amount of post processing
Richard does very little editing preferring a natural ‘as it was’ look and feel,
although he does enjoy the occasional long exposure.
Richard is married with two sons and lives on the edge of the South Downs near
Winchester.
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Backlit Oak
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Green Oak
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Mist on the South Downs
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Rob
Ferrol
website: www.robferrolphotography.co.uk
email: info@robferrolphotography.co.uk

“Photography for me is a fairly new passion, none of those clichéd stories of my
dad giving me a box brownie with me I’m afraid. I had many film cameras in the
past but cost of processing thwarted any inkling of creativity. I was bitten with
the bug when I purchased my first DSLR, a canon 350D, in 2006 at the end of
an 18 year military career (told you it was a new passion). I was amazed at how
different (better) my images looked compared to the point & shoot compact film
cameras I had. Well and truly bitten by the digital bug this was soon upgraded
with a range of lens’ & filters and the exploration & creativity began. This cycle
of upgrading has continued over the years and I now shoot full frame on a pro
level DSLR.
With an avid interest in Landscape photography I trawled through many books &
magazines and spent many hours out in the field practicing my technique which
was further honed by attending one of Doug Chinnery’s Landscape workshops.
I feel that there is still much more I want to explore with landscape photography
and try to get out as often as I can and although I’m close to the Derbyshire
Peak District I find myself drawn to costal scenes which means, unfortunately,
earlier starts.
I’m a family man at heart and although my wife Samantha enjoys my images
she doesn’t share my passion for getting out of bed an ungodly hour to tramp up
a hillside or stand on a beach in the dark waiting for the golden hour.
I have been lucky enough to have travelled throughout the world and see some
amazing places and meet some equally amazing people, but, my only regret
was that I hadn’t been bitten by the photography bug back then. I’m now on a
mission to travel to all these places again but this time with my camera.”
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Infinity
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Spotlight
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Tunnel Rats
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Rob
Knight
website: www.rkphotographic.com
email: rob@rkphotograpic.co.uk
twitter: @Axeman3uk

Rob Knight is an experienced published landscape photographer; he has been
making images for almost 30 years and has photographed the glorious British
landscape extensively through all seasons and in all facets of our very unique
weather. Rob has photographed many iconic music acts such as Oasis, Paul
Weller, You Am I and the Bluetones which allows him to combine his passion for
both photography and music.
Rob loves to shoot landscapes and seascapes, being up for the best light early
morning and watching the sunrise and dance across the landscape is a magical
experience as is being out there in weather others may not consider ‘good’ for
photography…. It’s all about crafting in image and thinking creatively. Black &
White is Rob’s speciality as he feels it conveys energy and mood in his style
which is very much key in defining his personal vision.
Rob’s clients include Nottingham City Council, Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust,
and Nottingham Trent University amongst others. His work has featured on
book covers, magazines, poster campaigns and album covers for an American
rock band. Rob has been teaching and running workshops for a number
of years. Rob and his partner, Karen, are busy in driving the photographic
workshops and have both been extremely busy curating the current exhibition
which is the seventh Rob has curated. Rob’s ‘Dark Visions’ exhibition launches
in September at Patchings Art Centre and will feature a collaboration with two
writers. Rob’s key driving ethos is in the passion of the photographer and not
the name badge on the kit.
Rob is a very interactive teacher who enjoys working with other people and
learning something new from their style along the way, as he is a true believer in
learning being a lifelong passion.
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Dark Steel
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Paddy’s Sunset
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Seaworthy Slice
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Stephen
McGill
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Rolling Hills
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Ice Cave
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Stormy Seas
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Steve
Gray

email: Stephen.gray90@ntlworld.com

Stephen is a Nottinghamshire based photographer, specialising in black & white
street photography. His excellent timing and eye enable Stephen to capture
some superb and candid expressions of everyday life.
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London Bus
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Stuart
Marshall

email: marshall1967@yahoo.com

“I am a 46 year old Nottingham based self-taught photographer who started in
2009 with a point and shoot. What started out as a hobby has turned into a real
passion. I like to mix and experiment with different shots as I don’t have a fixed
genre, my photo’s often reflect on the season, weather, location, opportunity
and my mood. I spend most of my free time hunting for that ‘perfect shot’.
The Flickr community has had a great influence on my development and growth
in photography and the support and positive comments I receive just inspires
me to be the best I can be.”
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Cropston Sunset
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Daisy Scramble
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Red Sky
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Terry
Gibbins
website: www.terrygibbins.com
twitter: @teegee217

“I am a Landscape Photographer who lives and works in London.
I took up Landscape Photography in 2010 after a brief dalliance with portraiture
and weddings.
An Image by Antony Spencer and a workshop with Doug Chinnery changed the
way I thought and felt towards the Landscape.
I try to make images that are simple and clean in composition, I rely on great
light to help convey the beauty and emotion of a scene.
I combine my work as a Licensed taxi driver with friend and mentor Doug
Chinnery, assisting him on his London Photo workshops, I also assist Doug for
Charlie Waite’s tour company Light and Land.
In 2012 I was proud to have four images shortlisted in the Landscape
Photographer of the Year competition.
In 2013 I had three images shortlisted for LPOTY, one of which was highly
commended.”
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The Viewers
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Vanish
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Waiting Giant
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Tina
Lucey
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Alfresco Dining
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Meadow Haze
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Unconscious Purity
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Tracy
Howl

Tracy Howl has over 20 year’s professional experience as a Commercial,
Lifestyle, PR and Event Photographer. She has a strong portfolio of
commissioned work covering Press, Editorial, Fashion, Portraits, Music, Travel,
Sport, Interiors and Product Photography.

website: www.tracyhowl.com
email: londonpresspix@aol.com

Tracy regularly photographs Events in London and globally for Tech Industries,
Financial Corporates and Governments, and is often assigned to VIP’s including
World Leaders, Ministers and Royals.
Photojournalism and Travel photography are Tracy’s main passions. With her
inquisitive mind, she sees images and stories everywhere! She freelances with
many London based newspapers and her work is published internationally. She
is also on the NUJ London Photographer’s Branch committee.
Music photography has opened doors to film and video. She has Art Directed
several music videos and show-reels for established and up and coming bands
and creates site specific video installations. She has been DOP for Independent
Short Films and Documentaries including hard topics such as ADHD and
Domestic Violence, as well as corporate videos for The Environment Agency
and Landfill sites.
She is a big fan of old processes and regularly experiments with film in her
abstract/fine art photography. She teaches specialist lighting workshops,
darkroom techniques and street photography, and has previously taught A’ Level
Photography in colleges.
Tracy exhibits her work often and curates solo and group shows, mostly in
London although she has exhibited in her home town of Wolverhampton and
Barcelona too. Her music photography is on permanent display at Nolia’s 11
Jazz Club near Waterloo, London.
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Sea of Light
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Valda
Bailey
email: valdab@mac.com

“My interest in photography goes back further than I care to admit - I acquired
my first ‘proper’ camera when I was about 16. I subsequently took myself off
to night school to gain some insight into apertures, shutter speeds and - what
was then - all manner of unfamiliar jargon. Shortly after I set up the obligatory
darkroom-in-the-downstairs-loo and continued to dabble in my spare time.
Eventually life intervened and I put the camera aside for several years.
This enthusiasm was reawakened in the late ‘90‘s with the onset of the digital
revolution. In a very short space of time and with the help of Flickr, I was well
and truly under its spell again.
As my interest in the medium has grown and my knowledge of the work of other
photographers increased, I find I am drawn more and more towards a more
abstract approach. I enjoy trying to push the boundaries of what photography is
about and I strive to produce work that has movement and energy.
I would rather spend my time taking photos than sitting in front of a computer,
so I aim to achieve the image I want in camera rather than using Photoshop.
The techniques I use for my impressionistic images employ motion of one form
or another. Moving the camera during exposure or working with slow shutter
speed or multiple images where the people do the moving, provides me with the
energy and depth that I am seeking to communicate through my work.”
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Autumn Flame (ii)
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‘To the power of...’

by Rob Knight

Social Media, Collaboration and Photography
Given the whole ethos of the ‘Connected’ photography exhibition it seemed
both logical and appropriate that I set about committing, what I have scheduled
as a blog post, to print…… well at least a digital article for the purposes of the
exhibition eBook.

the ‘donation’ to the world of the world wide web as invented by Tim Berners-Lee
at CERN. WWW dot is now arguably ubiquitous and pervades every facet of our
lives………….. The web as a medium is something we now take for granted and
underpins how we operate and communicate as photographers.

Since its birth in the 1820’s and up until the last 20 years photography has
traditionally been a solitary pursuit, especially the practice of landscape
photography with perhaps photographers coming together via clubs or
publications to share work but not truly in the sense we consider ‘sharing’ today.
So, what is it that characterises photography today as different or ‘more social’
and what has sparked this change?
If we consider it from a tiny seed perspective, the period 1990 – 1993 can be
seen as critical in the development of modern photography as new media, two
significant events occurred which we now take for granted but shape the way
we operate as photographers both amateur and professional alike. In 1990 the
first commercially available digital camera was released as the Dycam Model 1
(also sold as the Logitech Fotoman), with its 0.01 mega pixel sensor you can
appreciate how far we’ve come when you look at the current ‘cream’ of the mass
available digital cameras the Nikon D800e with its 36.3 mega pixel sensor.
The second key date in that period of the early 90’s; a time when popular culture
was vibrant and changing, music was exploding with the sound of Britpop; was

Over the ten years from the early 90’s the web developed rapidly especially in
social terms, the early to mid-2000’s saw a massive leap in the social web with
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the launch of Facebook, MySpace, BeBo but critically for us as photographers
both Flickr (2004) and Twitter (2006), the web went from being about static web
pages to being social and interactive and about user generated content (‘Web
2.0’ Darcy DiNucc, 1999).
For us as photographers this period was transformative in how we interacted
with each other and the world around us in regard to our photography. Many of
us will have Flickr sites and these may have started out as a way to share our
images with family, but with the social expansion of the web we now use sites
such as Flickr and 500px in a wholly different way. No longer are sites such as
Flickr and 500px places we just upload images for family to see, we now use
them to showcase our images to others within our field and to get feedback
about our images and our progression as photographers. Through the social
features of such web sites we as photographers have been able to engage in
discussion and build up a collection of online contacts from within our field.
The last three to five years has seen a marked change in the level we engage
across the web socially, especially as photographers. Microblogging services
such as Twitter have enabled us to enhance our connections across the web,
engage in discussions and importantly collaborate even more on projects made
easier by the common platforms the web gives us. Certainly digital photography
has played it’s part in the mass growth of images available on the web, the
immediacy of digital and the ‘cost free’ experience of committing an image to a
block of memory as opposed to the expense of a frame of film has fuelled the
social photography web sites. This so called democratisation of photography
driven by the falling price of ‘better’ digital cameras and the array of places
to share these images has most definitely seen a saturation of the web with
photographic images.

So the question is, as photographers how do we harness the technologies and
services offered to us by this new ‘smart web’ and digital image making (also
digital sharing of analogue images) yet make it meaningful to us both individually
and importantly socially or collaboratively? What opportunities does Social
Media present to us as photographers? There are three key factors we will look
at in greater depth; communication, collaboration, and learning & development.

Communication
As photographers social media widens the possibilities of communication, our
reach in terms of where we can share our work or how who can ask for advice /
feedback from has never been so vast. No longer are we restricted to those face
to face contacts we may have made through camera clubs and groups, to a list
of numbers we may have in our mobile phones. Through the immersive reach of
social media we are able to reach out to a massive community of photographers
of all genres on Twitter alone for example. As Terry Gibbins discusses in his
article ‘Life of the land’ (Outdoor Photography, November 2013 pp 25) “The
landscape photography community on Twitter is a supportive, energetic buzz
of professional and amateur photographers.” There is little or no hierarchy or
distinction on the Twittersphere between the pros and the amateurs, there is a
real social value and as Terry points out “Most are more than happy to help out
with anything…..” (Terry Gibbins. Outdoor Photography, November 2013).
The immediacy of the communication on social media provides a rich platform
for this communication and knowledge sharing. We are able to interact and
communicate with fellow photographers across geographic boundaries; this can
be especially beneficial when planning for a photography trip or location visit. No
longer are we restricted to looking on sites such as Flickr or using tools such as
TPE (The Photographers Ephemeris) to makes our decisions about a location.
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We are now able to tap into a vast community of photographers online and
engage with them about their vast local knowledge and experience to develop
our own understanding and knowledge of a location before we step foot on the
sandy dunes or dynamic shoreline.
Through our use of communication via social media as photographers and
building on this planning process we are able to build up a powerful image of a
location and start to plan in our mind how we might want to capture it to develop

photographed in the flesh; a gathering of ideas, a meditative process, a loose
intent.” (Pete Bridgwood 2012, www.petebridgwood.com/wp/2012/11/14/previsualisation-digital-age/).
Now should you wish to consider pre-visualisation more I would suggest
dropping by Pete Bridgwoods’ superb site amongst others, for the purposes of
this discussion what it certainly highlights are the affordances that Social Media
offers photographers both in communication and engagement but importantly
how we can incorporate these into our photographic workflow when investigating
locations where we plan to make images.

Collaboration
Collaboration is a process that is intrinsic and central to the ‘Connected’
photography exhibition, dare say our driving ethos in bringing photographers
together as a collective and to bring their art to the world in print. From a
‘Connected’ perspective we are harnessing the power of the collective to:
gain access to resources / venues which may be less easy for individual
photographers to access; to provide a collective ‘shelter’ or safety net for those
less confident in presenting their images to the world in the form of an exhibition
and saying ‘this is me, my work is good enough to hang here’ and it’s here to be
openly discussed or critiqued.
our vision. This process of pre planning and visualisation was something
originally discussed many years ago by Ansel Adams in his writing if without
the technological perspective. More recently Pete Bridgwood touched on previsualisation in a blog post on his web site, Pete suggests “…… the processes
that take place before we’ve witnessed the actual location or scene to be

The process of collaboration not only provides this access to high quality
venues and the group safety, but also gives the photographers involved access
to economies of scale in terms of exhibition costs. These costs can certainly
be a major barrier for many in exhibiting their work, especially lesser known or
up and coming photographers. As Doug Chinnery discusses in his excellent
reflective blog post on one of his solo exhibitions “Why on earth exhibit? Good
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question. If you are in it just to make money, don’t.” (Doug Chinnery 2012, www.
dougchinnery.com/2012/08/new-exhibition-of-my-work/). Doug points out that
sales can be somewhat fleeting and how difficult it is to factor in the true cost of
your images when you prices them for sale, as Doug also suggest “The English
do not value photographs as art in the way the Americans do.” (Doug Chinnery
2012).
Yet we should not see exhibiting as a negative experience and as long as
we go into it with our eyes open and our expectations realistic, whether it
be collaboratively or individually, getting your work out there and in print is a
fantastic experience and certainly why we use collaboration via Social Media to
bring photographers work together into a print exhibition at an established and
well respected venue. Certainly as Doug points out “If we really want to make
something of our images then we should view an exhibition as an investment in
ourselves and go in with our eyes open.” (Doug Chinnery 2012).
So far we have investigated collaboration and how it’s afforded to us more
abundantly through Social Media to enable groups to come together, but
collaboration can also be on a smaller more intimate scale and at the
beginning of the creative process as opposed to the final stages. If we look
around the web there are photographers who are using social media to make
and maintain connections as part of their creative process, take Al Brydon
(www.flickr.com/photos/albrydonphotography/ & his personal web site www.
albrydonphotography.co.uk/) for example. I first became aware of Al’s work
probably around eight years ago now through his creative photo stream on
Flickr. Amongst his inimitable body of work Al was actively involved in a project
with a fellow Flickr user across the other side of the world. They both had a
shared love of film photography and the use of Holga or ‘toy’ cameras as well
as less conventional image making which was the hook that drew me into their

collaboration.
Al and his fellow project collaborator would send rolls of film back and forth
across the globe each not knowing what the other had shot and then re-expose
the film to create a multiple exposure visualisation of a ‘melded’ world. You can
see examples of their collaborative project here on Al’s Flickr stream or here on
‘Falling Through A lens’s Flickr stream.
There a many of these ‘film exchange’ projects on the web, you only have to
run a Google search to return a plethora of results. The interesting edge to the
concept for me is not only the collaboration on a creative process level, but the
fact that it brings together both the analogue world of photography and tech
world of the social web. It would be easy, with the powers of Photoshop and
newer cameras offering multiple exposures to plough a lone furrow and create
blended images crated by a single artist which in themselves are creative
expressions. But, taking a project on collaboratively in this way offers us, as
photographers, another way to explore our creative side whilst exploring and
potentially learning from the creative narrative of others.
Whilst these collaborative creative endeavours do not rely solely on the use
of Social Media, what becomes clear are the possibilities it does provide us to
forge connections and collaborations regardless of geographical boundaries,
to engage and communicate easily throughout the life of a collaborative project
and importantly a platform to share out outputs from this joint creative process
with the wider community whether that be for feedback or a desire to share our
creative output with others or even as a means of seeking out crowd funding,
sponsorship or interest on an artistic or commercial level to traverse the body
of work into a published output or exhibition. On a personal level it may be we
do not seek the gratification of our project becoming anything wider in terms
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of a book or exhibition, but the social web makes it easier for us to forge these
creative collaborations / partnerships and pursue another side to our personal
creative vision.

Learning and Development

photographically and dip in and out of it as and when we choose. I believe, as
photographers this frees us to spend more time out in the field with our cameras
making images putting techniques into practice and defining our creative
journey.

For all the social communicative and collaborative benefits that Social Media
has given us as photographers, for me, the most transformative effect it has had
on the photography community is learning and development.
Traditionally for those wanting to develop their photography we may have
attended formal education courses at schools / colleges and universities,
we may have bought ourselves a photography book written by a respected
photographic ‘expert’ or we may have attended a photographic workshop with
a photographer. Now, all these opportunities to enhance our photographic
knowledge are still widely available to us, if not even more abundant, but
Social Media affords us a limitless wealth of photographic knowledge from both
traditional respected ‘experts’ and practicing photographers the world over
all connected by the single voice of Social Media. Our pool of resources from
which we can learn, develop and interact is now only limited by the connections
we make, the conversations we follow and the extended networks of our
connections.
Social Media is thus not only our communication platform, but our Personal
Learning Network where we can tap into the vast knowledge of photographers’
worldwide. We can dip in as and when we choose, consume the type of media
that best suites the way we learn or the specific subject we want to know
more about. No more are we constrained to formal learning environments and
methods of delivering content, we can choose our own personal learning journey

To us as photographers it might not seem instantly obvious what a superb
‘learning’ tool the likes of Twitter, Facebook, G+, Blogs, Flipboard, Pinterest and
YouTube are, but if we consider how we develop ourselves as photographers
more holistically then we can see that Social Media really is transformative.
As our skills, knowledge and specialisms develop as photographers and our
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confidence grows in the use of these social tools we are then able to feed into
the wealth of knowledge through our engagement in discussions and creation
of content develops……… we simultaneously become part of others personal
learning networks adding our 5p to the conversation and bigger picture.
Thus, the clue really is in the title for me…………… it’s called SOCIAL Media
(SoMe) for a reason and we get from what we put into it. It’s about sharing,
engaging, developing ideas, re-using / remixing / re-purposing these ideas
and concepts into something we can mold, shape and develop with our own
personal vision.

Social Media as we have discussed to ‘reach out’ and communicate with others
about our image making; to engage, discuss, debate. We widen our audience
for our creative outputs through these connections; we shape our personal
style and vision through learning from others and seeing images which inspire
us. To this connectivist experience we then add our personal experiences and
personality to help us further towards our dynamic personal ‘Vision’.
The opportunities presented to us for collaboration across the socially connected
web gives new ways to channel our output and create both personal and joint

So Why SoMe?
As humans we are instinctively social creatures, we thrive on communication
and engagement to fulfil our basic psychological needs.
Photography, when we are out in the field making images, can be an intensely
personal and soulful experience. We often crave ‘aloneness’ to aid us in
channelling our creative state, as Duncan Fawkes discusses in his recent blog
post “Aloneness is perhaps quite the opposite – taking oneself away from
company, wanting to be on your own. Far from the noise of modern society our
thoughts are given time to regroup, our senses heighten and the bond with the
landscape that was once so intrinsic to our being begins to mend.” (Duncan
Fawkes 2014, www.duncanfawkes.com/aloneness/) Here Duncan eloquently
paints us a picture of how he uses this ‘aloneness’ to re-connect with the
landscape and get into the flow or creative Zen states which helps him express
his inner creative vision through his images.
To balance this creative solitude with our basic social needs is where we use

projects, bringing together influences and developing mixed media outputs.
Through collaboration we harness the power of the crowd to give us access
to unparalleled resources and information which we not only consume but
simultaneously construct.
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Although we all learn in different ways and some may not consider themselves
formal learners, Social Media has opened up a world of connected /
collaborative learning, knowledge creation and sharing through informal learning
networks which are both personal yet in their nature social and connected.
We now store much of our knowledge not in books or in documents on hard
discs, but in our friends and connections through a richly connected and
ever expanding social network enabled and accessed through a variety of
technologies.
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Information, communication and collaboration are at our finger tips accessed
by our multitude of smart devices harnessing the connected web as and when
we need it. As photographers this presents us with untold opportunities and
benefits, yes there are risks which we need to manage through the development
of our digital literacies and yes as many of us will confirm Social Media can be a
time consuming mistress, but hopefully you will decide that there are many ways
in which the use of Social Media as a photographer (amateur or pro) can offer
opportunities.
If we choose to what degree we want to engage with Social Media over time we
can harness it to help us communicate, collaborate and develop along which
ever path we choose as photographers.
I will leave you with a final thought from Terry Gibbins in talking about a trip out
with a group of fellow photographers “(I) glanced round to see everyone else as
engrossed in their own winter landscape as I was in mine. All still solitary, but
together thanks to Twitter.”
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Visualisation

By Pete Bridgwood

THE KEY TO CREATIVITY
Perhaps the greatest challenge in landscape photography, whether in urban
or natural environments, is the taming of the location’s expansive and chaotic
canvas into a single compelling image. We strive to distil, and then translate
everything that happens and exists before us into a carefully framed fusion
of time and space, capturing the moment and ultimately creating a sublime
connection with humanity.

Pre-visualisation could be considered a more meditative loose gathering of
ideas, an indistinct dreamlike possibility, a process occurring before we are in

At some point in their career, every landscape photographer will have
experienced the disappointing realisation that their final rendered image
was woefully unsuccessful in representing the splendour of the scene being
photographed. There is often a frustrating disconnect between what we see,
what we intend to represent, and what our camera actually records. Our
constant struggle to understand and overcome this visual ‘disconnect’ is what
provides the enduring lure in this wonderful game, and the secret to complete
mastery is what we call ‘visualisation’.
It was the ubiquitous hero Ansel Adams who popularised the terms ‘visualisation’
and ‘pre-visualisation’, processes which enable us to imagine the appearance
of the final print in our mind’s eye before we have actually made a photograph.
Adams eventually conceded that the two concepts of visualisation and previsualisation described the same process. There is some logic in such a
conclusion within a pre-internet photographic world limited by the constraints of
film; but in the digital world, perhaps there is once again room for both concepts.

the presence of our subject. Inspirational websites like Flickr serve to heighten
the excitement of pre-visualisation. It is now possible to form an reasonably
accurate mental image of places we have never even visited. From the moment
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we conceive any creative idea, it is pre-visualisation that moulds our creation,
fuels our intentions, and drives our inspiration.
The mental process of pre-visualisation gradually merges into visualisation on
arrival at our location; as we approach our subject, our pre-imagined expectation

Visualisation is all about seeing like a camera, an imaginative photographic
translation of the real world before us into a detailed final result. Fortunately,
visualisation can be learned by any photographer and the key to mastery lies
in understanding the differences between the way we see the world using our
human vision and the way a camera ‘sees’ things. There are five important
differences in the visual ‘processing’ that occurs in a camera compared to
our human visual cortex, namely; framing, focus, colouration, contrast and
momentary awareness.

Framing
Cameras put squares and rectangles around things. When faced with the
seemingly limitless choice of compositions available at any location, it can be
a daunting prospect to try and make the optimum selection. The easel-painter
starts with nothing, a blank canvas that they purposefully fill with content,
but as landscape photographers, we work the opposite way around. We
start with everything that lies in front of us and by the process of framing; we
methodically eliminate all the distracting peripheral clutter, until we finally create
a composition that contains the essential elements necessary to evoke an
intended result. The selective framing inherent in a photograph has a profound
effect on which parts of any scene are given ultimate emphasis.
becomes visual reality. When we eventually immerse ourselves within the scenic
splendour, allow our senses to become engulfed and imbibe the spirit of place,
then we are finally able to visualise.
In comparison to pre-visualisation, ‘visualisation’ is a more concrete mental
image, formed while on location and able to view our intended scene.

We can practice the art of framing any time, whether or not we are using a
camera. We can practice framing things by surrounding components of our
surroundings in imaginary rectangles and squares as we go about our daily
business. Henri Cartier-Bresson used to do this all the time: those who met him
would remark that he constantly changed his position as he was speaking to
them; moving his head very slightly from side to side and up and down as he
framed an imaginary photograph of them in conversation.
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Focus

Colouration

Depending on the aperture employed to make a photograph, elements in the
scene at varying distances from the camera will be rendered either blurred or
sharply focused. For most landscape photographs, deep front-to-back focus is
the photographers aim, unless elements are intentionally defocused or blurred
for creative intent; we therefore tend to favour small apertures. Our human
vision accommodates for distance as our eyes flit across any given scene; we
repeatedly refocus, creating the subliminal impression that everything from our
near vicinity to far distance is in sharp focus. However, we are programmed to
pay far more attention to our near vicinity. Evolution has tuned our visual system
to protect us from danger and avoid the tiger in the bushes as we move around.
We have a vastly enhanced awareness of things that are close by, compared
to distant objects like clouds. When we compose an image, the camera makes
no such distinction; rocks that we could reach out and touch are rendered
with exactly the same presence as distant clouds in our final two-dimensional
photograph. The camera compresses our three-dimensional world into a twodimensional representation with no respect for vicinity.

The way colour is represented by our camera is influenced by our choice of
colour temperature compensation or ‘white balance’ setting, the use of filters and

One way to overcome this difference when composing a scene is to always
try to look ‘through’ the scene and pay equal attention, or perhaps even
more attention, to distant elements than foreground objects. Looking through
squinting, half-closed eyes, sometimes helps.
An awareness of these two differences between the way our cameras see the
world and the way we see it will have a profound influence on our ability to
successfully evoke essence of place in our photographs. They are the most
important considerations, but there are three other aspects which provide the
icing on the cake for those wishing to push their photography further.

the individual characteristics of the camera model and processing software used
to render our final image.
Colour is perhaps the single most under-estimated aspect of the photographic
process. A technically and compositionally perfect image can be destroyed
by inappropriate colour rendering. For colour images, much of the ‘soul’ and
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‘mood’ of an image is translated through to the final viewer by the evocative use
of colour and tone; and although not immediately apparent, the same is true
for black and white photographs, albeit in a more subtle tonal guise. The vital
importance of colour cannot be over-emphasised in the quest for the Holy-Grail
of landscape photography, the translation of ‘feeling’ through to the final viewer
of the print.

the native ISO of the camera will produce an image with the greatest dynamic
range and the least possible digital-noise, the best aperture will be the one that
produces the sharpest image while still providing the requisite depth-of-field and
the shutter speed will not be important.
Contrast this with a scene containing dynamic elements: most commonly

Contrasts
Our cameras currently have a much reduced dynamic-range capability
compared to human vision; this will not always be the case, but regardless of
technical constraints, there will always be processing decisions to be made
when considering how to render an image. Even before the advent of digital
photography, photographers would purposefully ‘push’ or ‘pull’ process films
for creative effect, to say nothing of the hours spent dodging and burning in the
darkroom, to selectively darken or lighten areas of the image.
Creative photographers are now freer than ever to recreate scenes according to
their artistic desire. The more experience we gain in post-processing, the more
creative opportunities become apparent when on location; we are consequently
able to create very different scenic representations in our imagination.

Momentary awareness
The ultimate fine-tuning of any on-location workflow lies in the decisions made
about how to optimally expose our image. Regardless of subject-matter,
there is always an optimum exposure for any image. When the scene being
photographed is completely still, the optimum exposure settings will be those
that produce an image with the highest technical quality. In such a scenario,

moving water or clouds. When capturing dynamic elements, then the first two
principles described above still apply; to capture a technically perfect image,
there will be a perfect ISO and a perfect aperture for any given scene. However,
moving elements will be rendered very differently depending on choice of
shutter speed; and the perfect exposure will render the moving elements so
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that they profoundly influence and hopefully enhance the final image. For any
given combination of ISO and aperture, there is only one shutter-speed that
will produce an optimally exposed photograph; but by photographing the scene

our experiences.
Landscape photography is a noble pursuit. With visualisation, we are quite
literally able to assume mastery of time and space. The ultimate alchemy; for a
‘moment’ at least.

through an appropriate strength of neutral-density filter, for long-exposures we
can force the selection of any shutter-speed we wish.
When we look at the world around us, we don’t remember lapping waves or
meandering streams as freeze-frame ‘instants’ with every tiny splash frozen
in mid-flight; we remember such scenes, and life in general, as a series of
‘moments’. In the creation of evocative photographs, the ‘moment’ wins over the
‘instant’ nearly every time, because ‘time’ has an inescapable influence on all
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Dare to be Different
Why do you make photographs?
There are, potentially, many answers to this question. Most would probably say
something along the lines of, ‘I like being creative and photography enables me
to capture the beauty of the places I visit’.

By Doug Chinnery

You hardly ever heard what others thought of your work. The outlets for it were
magazines, prints, galleries and so on but you rarely got feedback. You worked

‘Being creative’ is about expressing ourselves and putting our personal ‘stamp’
on our images. However, we humans are a funny lot. Most of us claim to be
individuals, to be independent and to want to show this in our work but at the
same time the vast majority of us crave acceptance. We like to be liked. And this
affects our photography more than most of us care to admit.
This need for acceptance is what makes exhibiting our work such a brave step
and I applaud all photographers who are prepared to take it. When we hang our
work in an exhibition and especially when we ask a price for our images, we
are basically saying we feel our work has reached a level of quality, a level of
worthiness, that it deserves to be considered and valued. When we do that we
are opening ourselves up to criticism. As soon as we exhibit we know that many
people who see our work won’t like it, or will feel they can do better. if they are
photographers, they may well ‘pixel-peep’. We may well not sell anything. Our
ego may be about to get a shock.
Social media has had a big impact on photography in the last five or ten years.
Taking landscape photography as our subject, if you were a professional
landscaper say, fifteen years ago, you probably worked in almost total isolation.

alone, there were far fewer photographers in the field so you often met no one
out there for months at a time and if you did the chances of you knowing them
or their name was very slim indeed. You could count the number of ‘well-known’
landscape photographers on one hand. Because they worked in such isolation
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their work was far more likely to be distinct and have a personal style.
Move on to today and now we make an image in the morning and within an
hour it is on Twitter, Flickr, 500px, Facebook et al. There are far more people

making a living from photography and due to the interactions of social media
we know them and they know us. We all see each others work, we bump into
each other in the field, we often meet up, we share location and kit information.
The amateurs and professionals all now use the same kit (to a large extent). But
more than that, we now get feedback, be it ‘favs’, ‘likes’, comments or simply
number of views and from this we start to assess how people are reacting to our
images. it then soon becomes apparent that there are certain types of images

which are almost guaranteed to get a ‘good’ reaction, because of the location,
the light, the colours, the lens used and so on.
This is when our ego can start to work on us subconsciously. Most of us like to

be liked. So, ask yourself, when you go into the landscape with your camera,
who are you shooting for?
I am sure we would all instantly say we shoot for ourselves and if others like
our work that is a bonus. And for some that might be true, but I strongly suspect
(and I have seen myself in this) that for most of us, we are influenced to a
greater or lesser extent by what others think. However much we don’t like the
idea that there is another voice in our heads as we shoot other than our own.
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Ask yourself. When you plan a trip, when you choose a location, when you are
composing a shot, as you process an image, who are you doing it for? What
satisfies you the most? Are we really making those choices entirely to suit our

photographer does do something different and gets a great response it is not
very long before we see a flood of imitations for that new formula. We all want a
bit of ‘that’ in our portfolio. (and a bit of the adoration that seems to go with it).
Do you still think this is not you? Ask yourself, why do you even post on social
networks? How often do you check to see how many comments/favs/likes you
have? have you ever taken down images which have not had a good response?
Have you ever wondered how to get pictures onto Flickrs Explore page? I have
asked myself these questions and cringe at the answer.
Now, there is nothing wrong with crowd pleasing if this satisfies us. I am all for
making the images which please us. But I would like us all to at least consider
really making images that please us first without any thought whatsoever
for the response of others. I certainly don’t hold myself up as an example to
imitate, more as someone with the problem striving to find an answer. I also
have the issue of needing to satisfy my commercial clients as a professional
photographer. They want ‘classic’ landscapes shot in the golden hours, front to
back sharpness, the hero locations. So I have to include these in my portfolios.
However, in my personal work, I am searching for a personal style and a way of
making images which I find creatively more satisfying.

own creative side, or are we thinking about the response we will get when we
show our images on social media?
While we would like to think we please ourselves first and foremost, I suspect
that other voice in our heads is rather louder than most of us like to admit.
That is why the vast majority of imagery on show is identikit. The same ‘hero’
locations, the same times of day, technicolour light, super wide lenses distorting
reality for increased ‘drama’, ‘samey’ compositions. Its also why when a

We all see the work of other great photographers and want to emulate them,
but it is too easy to produce direct copies rather than be inspired. Picasso
said, “Good artists copy, Great artists, steal”. This seems like an odd thing
to say on face value but what was he really getting at? To copy is to simply
duplicate. Like a photocopier. A copyist adds nothing to the style of image
from themselves. There is no creativity involved. However, by ‘stealing’, I think
Picasso meant we should take an idea from anthers work and add to it, alter it,
move sideways, forwards or backwards even with it. Stealing an idea involves
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creatively developing it, allowing it to influence us and in doing so we change it
so that, crucially, we make it our own. Those ideas might well come from other
photographers but a creative person will also find themselves influenced by
artists in other mediums, by poets, by writers and by the natural or man-made

brain to see everything in a fraction of a second. The brain is stimulated and
quickly satisfied, soon bored. These are images which are fine on a calendar,
but I am happy to tear off March and see what I have for April. I prefer images
which are indistinct, soft, blurred, where the viewer is not shown everything. I
find that when I look at images like this I am left to make up my own mind what
is happening. I can decide on the story being told, I can look at these images
and find details in the depths after many viewings which hold my interest for a
long time.
I use a number of techniques, including intentional camera movement, multiple
exposures and defocusing the lens as well as using old ‘poor quality’ lenses to
achieve the look I am after. It is so important though, not to become obsessed
by technique or kit. These should be seen simply as a means to achieve
whatever image we visualise. It should not be a case of technique over image,
or kit over image. The final image is the only important thing.
So if you want to break free from crowd pleasing, what can you try to inject
some creativity into your work? Why not try some of these suggestions?

world too. Inspiration should or can come from many places.
For me, trying to get mood and emotion into my images is my goal, but it is
very difficult. I want people to feel something of what I felt when I made and
processed the image. I don’t want to just show people things, I want them to
feel something for those things. I want to make images which people don’t tire
of quickly. Personally, I find images which are super sharp allow the eye and

• Go somewhere no one else goes to photograph
• Pick somewhere local you can visit often
• Start a project photographing something that interests you or you have a 		
passion for
• Don’t shoot simply in the ‘golden hours’, try shooting in flat light, or unusual 		
light
• Shoot in weather you wouldn’t normally shoot in, harsh sunshine, pouring 		
rain…
• If you love that wide lens, limit yourself to a long lens or a lensbaby, or just a 		
50mm prime…
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• Leave the tripod at home and shoot handheld
• Work in mono
• Limit how many times you can press the shutter in a session (maybe 4 times and that is shutter presses, not images kept - that focuses the mind)
• Only shoot in portrait orientation
• Limit yourself to one aperture/shutter speed
in fact, do anything to mix up what you normally do and the more uncomfortable
you feel at first, generally the better.
Stick at it, you will have to break through that feeling of uncomfortableness
Be prepared that, especially at first, people may hate what you produce. This will
test you out, In fact, you may well hate what you do. Great work doesn’t appear
instantly on the first trip out. You have to work at it, hone it, experiment, be
prepared to accept failure. But if you are not happy then go back to doing what
does make you happy. The most important thing is to be making pictures.
It can be so satisfying when it does start to work for you and images slowly
start to appear which really please you. Print them. Frame them. Put them in a
self-published book. maybe others will like them, maybe they won’t, its really
irrelevant. What is important is that you dared to be different and it made you
happy.
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In Pursuit of Focus

By Valda Bailey

It has been suggested to me that a few words describing my workflow and
thought processes as I go about my photography might be of interest to some.
Trying to nail down exactly what it is I do will not necessarily be easy but I will
try.

shots of complete strangers. It was obviously of huge importance that the
end result of Chris’ work was immensely pleasing to me, but the casting aside
of rules and formalities and being able to pursue a much more unstructured
approach was of almost equal importance.

We all come to photography with different objectives. For many, it has much to
do with the thrill of the chase - climbing the highest peak or waiting for hours
in challenging conditions until the clouds part and light changes. For some,
part of the appeal is gathering together a carefully chosen (and meticulously
maintained) assemblage of filters, tripods, light meters, maps, apps and other
sundries before setting out. Others enjoy the camaraderie, competition and
conviviality of the weekly camera club meet.

My own objective when taking photographs is rooted in my training as a
(hopelessly inept) painter. The causal deployment of the brush that says so
much with such apparent ease is something I have always found extremely
compelling. It could be argued that I’m setting myself up for failure before I even
begin by trying to make a photograph that is more like a painting as the hand of
the artist is always going to be missing but I press on regardless.

My life is certainly not geared up for pre-dawn expeditions across hill and vale,
and my impatience renders me somewhat unsuited to the careful calculations
and intricate planning, that most landscape photographers have to incorporate
into their workflow. It’s an approach I greatly admire but cannot hope to emulate.
In much the same way that I am physically incapable of singing in tune or
dancing in a co-ordinated and dignified manner, it is a discipline that I am simply
unable to master.   
Had I not come across Chris Friel’s work with its deceptive simplicity and casual
violation of what I had hitherto assumed to be sacrosanct rules, I have no doubt
that landscape photography would have remained unchartered territory and I
would still be out on the streets hiding behind lamp posts trying to take candid

The time I have available to me to get out with my camera varies but it almost
never coincides with a high tide or perfect light. I tend to set off with as little
gear as possible and even less of an idea about what I am going to capture.
When I find a likely looking place to stop I tend to shoot off a dozen or so frames
pretty quickly to give me a vague idea of how the light falls and how the colours
are being rendered. Sitting there for twenty minutes or so messing around with
multiple exposure options, camera movement, white balance variations and the
like allows me to collect my thoughts and, hopefully, for a relationship with my
surroundings to start to develop. If the day is going well, I get a vague idea of
what it is about the place that I would like to convey and I then set off to find an
arrangement of shapes, colours or tones that will allow me to develop this inner
monologue. If no obliging tree or clump of grass presents itself I will try to find
something in the sky. ‘Storm’ is a case in point.
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Storm
I had been out photographing poppies - it was early August, Flickr was awash
with images of scarlet fields and I had discovered a couple of beautiful poppy
fields just outside Brighton. I think it was my third or fourth visit there and

although they were starting to look a little forlorn, I was hoping that something
interesting might happen. After an hour or so it became abundantly clear that it
really wasn’t going to materialise, but the light was so interesting that I turned
my attention on the sky. Whether it was the multiple exposure working its magic
or the patterns in the sky I don’t recall, but I suddenly started to get a feel for my
surroundings. Although I always say I don’t go out with pre-conceived notions of
what I am going to shoot, on this occasion I was definitely intent on shooting a
field of poppies. Although this image could just as easily be titled ‘Poppy Field’,

for me it is all about the incoming storm and the dramatic sky and a lesson
learned to look beyond the obvious.
In common with most photographers I am always looking for shapes. Ernst Haas
said ‘shape is the enemy of colour’ and it’s only recently I’ve begun to see how

true this is. The photograph below was taken in Namibia - the colour has not
been altered and while I think the sky is a little bit too candy-flossy for extended
viewing, the shape of the distant hills, their relationship to the drifting cloud and
the vague outlines in the sky generated by the multiple exposures are what
interest me about this image. In-camera multiple exposures often throw up some
curious and seemingly arbitrary colour casts. It is this, together with the random
shapes that can be generated, that make this approach so endlessly fascinating
to me.
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Much is made of developing a ‘style’ of one’s own. I don’t know if this is
necessarily desirable - certainly a concerted effort to set oneself apart will
probably result in a set of contrived images. When I first started trying to master
alternative (for want of a better word) techniques, I was very much aware that
I was bumping along behind Chris Friel frantically clawing onto his shirt tails.
His influence remains strong but hopefully my work is finally starting to have an
identity of its own. This is not a conscious development, more a slow evolution
and assimilation of ideas and influences.

One of the aspects of this approach that greatly appeals to me is the freedom to
be creative with colour and tone. I generally don’t spend a vast amount of time
on post processing, but now and again it can be rewarding to start pushing a
few sliders to see what happens. With multiple exposure one is freed from the
constraints of remaining true to the scene, as I am generally more concerned
with conveying an emotional rendition rather than a literal one. That’s not to

The image below is from a series of macro multiple exposures of some lichen

on a rock, overlaid with some watery bubbles, resulting in a strangely surreal
abstract.

say those pursuing more traditional methods aren’t conveying emotion - just
that I allow myself more freedom to distort reality than perhaps others do. The
image below was a perfectly nondescript study of some trees in a park in Berlin.
The foreground was particularly dull so I dropped in a grad filter in Lightroom
that decreased the contrast, upped the exposure and lo and behold created a
blanket of - admittedly rather grubby - snow on the ground. A quick twiddle with
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the white balance and job done.

white - I think it’s unlikely that I will ever get to grips with it myself.

Another aspect of multiple exposure photography which appeals to me is
the creative freedom it affords. I don’t spend hours in Photoshop but I have
developed some pre-sets in Lightroom which help flatten the image and boost
some of the more unexpected colours which sometimes result from in camera
multiple exposure. It’s probably no surprise that I am greatly influenced by
painters - the fact that I can look at work by Cezanne, Van Gogh or Diebenkorn

for example, and be able to use their colour palettes as an inspiration in my work
is something that excites me greatly.
I am primarily motivated by shape and colour and while I greatly admire black
& white photographs - indeed 90% of the images I have on my wall are black &
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